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Chapter 1 

INTHODUCTION 

Coal Licence Numbers 7480, 7481, 7482 and 7483, held by 
We1 dwood of Canada Limited, are located in the Cumberl and 
Coalfield on the east coast of Vancouver Island between Latitude 
49 degrees 34 ' to 49 degrees 36' and Longitude 125 degrees 02’ 
to 125 degrees OS'. Weldwood of Canada Limited own~j exten5ive 
fee-simple coal rights throughout the Cumberland-Camox area. In 
addition to these large holdings of fee-simple rights, some of 
the outlying areas of the coalfield are held by Weldwood of 
Canada Limited under licence from the British Columbia Provincial 
Government. The Hamilton Lake area, covering the aforementioned 
coal licences, is one of these areas. 

The present coal licences were once part of the the Esquimalt 
and Nanai ma Rai 1 way Land Grant and were held fee simple by 
We1 dwood of Canada Limited after it5 purchase of Canadian 
Collieries in 1964. In 1973 Weldwood cut down on the size of its 
coal holdings within the Hailway Heit. The Hamilton Lake area was 
surrendered to the Crown. After further evaluations, the company 
decided to reacquire the area, which necessitated applications 
for licence. The Hamilton Lake coal licences, issued on October 

1, 1982, farm a contiguous block of licences covering 
approximately 1091 hectares. They lie in the Nelson Land 
District, approximately 6.5 km due southwest of the village of 
Cumberl and. Access to the area is via 12 km of good gravelled 
logging road owned and maintained by Pacific Forest Products 
Ltd.. This logging road joins the Hoyston-Cumberland highway 
approximately 3 km northeast of Cumberland. The total road to the 
old Union Ray shipping wharf is 25 kilometres. 



, 

1.1.1 F'hysiography 

The Hamilton Lake COdI Licences cover a high plateau area that 
overlooks the broad Comox Valley. The towns of courtenay, COCTIOX 

and the Comox airport are all visible in the distance to the 
northeast. The topography on this plateau ranges from 400 to 650 
metres above sea level. The plateau is one of a ncmber of low 
ridges that form the .foothills along the east side of the 
Heaufort Mountains. 

The northern part of the licence area cover-s part of the 
Cumberland waterworks district. Hamilton Lake, which is the 
highest dammed lake in the water supply, directly abuts the coal 
measures on the north end of the licence area. In keeping with 
previous studies on the Hamilton Lake licences, this northern 
part of the licence area is termed Block 'A'. 

I?rainage in the middle and south end of the licence area OCCUTS 
in deep, steep-G ded valleys;. The Trent River is the major 

P 
drainage in this part of the licence area. Between the Trent 
River and Idle Creek to the south, a small area of sedimentary 
deposition occurs. This is termed the Block '8' area. All of 
the current year's exploration work is confined to this Block 'H' 
area. 

1.1.2 Description of Frevious Work 

The coal seams at Hamilton Lake were known about for many years 
but the relatively inaccessible nature of the area during the 
mining period and the generally dirty characteristics of the coal 
at outcrop deterred development. 

Ac- part of an on-going program of evaluation and assessment of 
it5 holdings, We1 dwood of Canada Limited constructed a bulk 
sample adit in the coal measu-es near the edge of Hamilton Lake 
in 1976. A 20 ton bulk sample was extracted and shipped to 
Rirtley Engineering in Calgary for float-sink and washability 
testing. 

As a follow-up to this work, a number of exploratory drillholes 
wet-e completed in 1978 in order to determine the size and extent 
of the coal reserve. These holes confirmed the presence of a 
number of coal seams in the Plack 'A' area north of the Trent 
River, and the Block 'B' area, south of the Trent River. The 
scattered nature of the drillholes allowed preliminary reserve 
estimates to be made for each of the two areas, however it was 
recognized that more work was required in order to establish the 



baundaries of each deposit and determine the geoiogy with respect 
to the coal rneasut-et>. 

The present program of work consisted o.f field mapping Over 
iicence numbers 7480, 7481. 7452 and 7483 on a scale of 1 : 
7,500. The mapping was aimed at locating coal outcrops of seams 
which wet-e intersected during the 1978 drilling, sampling .3"Y 
exposures which could be located, determining the 
sedimentary-volcanic contact in order to define the total 
posisi b? e area of coal deposition, and identifying any structures 
such 6x55 fault5 oi- volcanic dykes which could affect the quality 
and mineability of the coal 5eam5. The mapp i nq covered 
approximately 800 ha. The remainder of the licence area which 
was not mapped is interpreted to contain no sedimentary deposits 
from air photo interpretations. This area ic- on the northeast 
side of the coal licences. 

1.1.4 Cost Summar Y 

The following details costs of this program : 

QN:PROPERTY COSTS 
Field mapping . . . . .._.._...._..... B 1,746.16 

OFF-PROPERTY CCiSTS ------------ ----- 
Laboratory Analytical Work . . . . . . . $ 16.3. 00 
Maps, Printing, Xeroxing . . . . . . . . . B 21.90 
Report binders, supplies, etc..... f 37.6; 
Drafting and Phatoreproduction ___ B 1 175.25 
Data Interpretation & Reporting _. $ 2:m0. 00 

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . .._. B 5,943.94 
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1.2 Physi ography 

The Hamilton Lake coal licences cover a high plateau area 
that overlooks the broad Cornox valley. The towns of CoLwte”ay, 
Comox and the Como:: air-port are all visible in the distance to 
the northeast. The topography nn this plateau ranges from 4CW to 
633 meters above sea level. 

The northern part of the licence area covet-s part of the 
Cumberl and waterworks district. Hamilton Lake, which is the 
fourth and highest dammed lake in the water =-lPPlY, directly 
abuts the coal mea~wes on the north end of the licence area. 

Drainage in the middle and south end of the licence area 
occur~j in deep, steep-sided valleys. The .Trent River is the major 
drainage in this part of the licence block. 

1-r . 4 Description 0.f Frevious Work 

The coal sxuns at Hamilton Lake were known about for many 
\;&3i-5 during the previous mining era but the relatively 
inaccessible nature of .the area and the generally dirty 
characteristics of the coal at outcrop deterred development. 

As pak’c of .an on-going program of evaluation and assessment 
of the vari 8x1s We1 dwood of Canada holdings, . the company 
constructed a bulk sample adit in the coal~measures "ear the 
edge of Hamilton Lake in 1976. A 2!:) ton sample was extracted and 
shipped to Birtley Engineering in Calgary for float-sink and bulk 
washability testing. 

As a f 011 ow-up to this work:, a number of exploratory 
drillholes were completed in 1478 in order to determine the size 
and extent of the coal reserve. These holes confirmed the 
presence of a number of coal seams in two separate localities, 
termed Block "63" and Block “H”. This terminology will continue 
to be employed in future and present work. Hlnck "A", which is 
the largec,t block: of coal reserves7 is located (IL" the north end 
of the licences, directly abutting Hamilton Lake. Hlock:: "H" is 
located in the centre of the licence area. It is separated from 
Block “A” by the valley of the Trent River. Figure 1 illustrates 
the location uf the two blocks with respect .to each other. 



1.4 Scope of FYe5en.t. Work 
Page 4 

As a f 011 ow-up to the I?78 drilling, the present. work 
combines .the results of the drilling with surface mapping in 
order to determine the? validity of the 1978 projections with 
respect to coal reserve boundaries and possibilities for 
e::panding these bocmdari.es. 

The most important aspect of the present work is the 
recommendations and detailed layout of further exploration and 
evaluation of the licence area. The aim uf this further planned 
work is to provide a sufficient ennugh data base for the 
generation of a technical feasibility study. 
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2 . 0 SUMMARY AND CDNCLUSIl3NS 

u The Hamilton Lake Coal Licences, located approximately 6.5 
kilometers southwest of the village of Cumberland (23 road kilo- 
meters from the Union Bay shipping point), contain between 6.4 
and 9.1 million metric ,tons of in-situ geologic coal I-eserve5. 
These t-eserves are distributed between two separate sedimentary 
at-eas - Block:: "A" and l31ocl: "EC" (see Appendix Map A). FJlock "A", 
which is located on the north end of the licences near- Hamilton 
Lake, is the largest area and contains over 6 million metric 
tons. HI oc I:: "H" I which is located sowth and easkof Block "A" 
across the Trent River valley, may contain as much as 3.6 million 
metric tone,. While some level of confidence is possible in 
making reserve projection5 for Eclock "A", the scarcity of present 
information on Block "H" precludes a comfnrtable projection of 
in-situ re5erveC;. Recoverable or saleable coal re~jerve project- 
ions can not be estimated for either block until further drilling 
and coring work is completed. 

While CClS!l quality information is limited to the extreme 
north end of HlOCk "A" I the CO.31 exhibits good co!+inq 
characteristics in this area, but its relatively high sulphur 
content would necessitate its use as a blending product. The 
limited quality data from Block "H", consisting of one occtcrop 
SMplE-, indicates that the coal is lower in sulphur in this at-e* 
and possesses na coking qualities. 

Future evaluation and development of the Hamilton Lake coal 
licences should progress in three phases: 

Phase I I - Limited dri 11 and core program - Block “B” (Cost 
approximately S+7~,001:1). 

Phase III - Detailed drill and core program - Hlock “A” 
(Cost approximately ~175,000). 

These three phases would provide enough information to 
complete an initial feasibility study of the area, similar to 
that recently completed by Hrinco Mining Ltd. far the kinsam 
Property. 

At this early stage of evaluation of the Hamilton Lake Coal 
Licences- it is the author's opinion that, in consideration 0.f 
Weldwood uf Canada's other coal holdings in the Cornox-Cumberland 
,field, the Hamilton Lake Licences could be profitably mined. It 
is important, however. I to consider this coal reserve in context 
within a broader c-theme of development for the entire area. 
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3. 1 . 1:) Regional Stratigraphy and Structure 

Basaltic lava!s of t.he Triassic tkwmutsen Formation form the 
basement rock upon which younger sediments containing the COdl 
lnea5ut-e5 were deposited. The Karmutsen Formation is a volcanic 
series of flow and pillow lavas thousands of meters in thick:ness, 
forming the bacI::bone of Vancouver Island. The pillowy n,ature of 
5crme OLltcrop exposures of IKarmuteen basalt indicates ‘that in 
certain areas the lava was extruded in a submarine environment. 
After the tectonic island-building praces5 was complete, 
emergence and rlpli-ft caused an erosional period during which the 
volcanic surface was exposed to the elements. A conglomeratic 
facie5 accumulated in topographically low areas and valley 
bottoms. This basal conglomerate facies, composed almost 
entirely of sub-rounded to angular pebbles and cobbles of basalt 
of major cycles deposition which continued to the end and chart, 
is important in that it signifies the beginning of 
cretaceou!S time. Two of these cycles of deposition contain the 
important coal ~jea~n~ of the Comox and Nanaimo coalfields. 

The Cornox Formation ?I which is the oldest formational unit of 
the Nanaimo Series, is UPPer Cretaceous in we and rests 
unconformably on the irregular paleotopographic surface of older 
krmutsen Formation bawltc, 

* of 
in the Cumberland area. It consists 

shale and mudstone beds, coal seams and massive sandstones. 
The sandstones make up the majority of the total stratigraphic 
section of the Coma:< Formation and are commonly medium to coarse 
grained and gritty, buff and pinkish weathering, massive beds of 
arkosic sandstone. In general I these sandstones become illOf-e 
dominant in the upper stratigraphic sect i on5 of the Cornox 
Formation. 

The s-tructure of the Cumberland area consists of sedimentary 
blocks separated by major normal faults that strike in a general 
northwest to southeast orientation. Secondary transverse faults 
striking southwes~t to northeast also DCCLW-. Because of its 
proximity to the tectonic centre of the IIieaLkfort Range to the 
west 3 the area is rather heavily faulted and many of the 
sedimentary areas such as the tiamilton Lake area are compl ete1 y 
isolated as a result of tectonic uplift and later erosion. In 
general * the sedimentary formations dip at angles of 6 to 16 
degrees to the nor,theast. However 5 near ,faul t zones and areas of 
intense structural disturbance, dips can be steeper. 
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3.1.1 StructLlre -Block "4" 

u 
The HI ock ‘I A 03 at-ea is a fault-bound wedge of coma>: 

deposition which is in direct contact with Karmutsen basalt5 o" 
all sides. An uplifted volcanic block separates it .from the EClock 
“Et” area to the south. 

In Qe”erSl. the structure oYer the Coal reser\(e Of Hli,Ck “6” 
;;~ear~ to be relatively uniform with no major faulting evident. 

sediments appear to dip uniformly to the northeast at angles 

of approximately 10 degrees, but becoming steeper on the flanks. 
Some change of dip is indicated at the east end of the block, 
where dips change to due north at a shallow 6 degrees. 

At the northwest end of the black near Hamilton Lake a fault 
contact exposes the coal mcarjures, which in this location occur 
approximately 10 stratigraphic meters above the volcanic basement 
rock. A small displacement normal f au1 t with a" indicated 
vertical displacement of .3 meters is exposed on the outcrop 
,face. Other small slippages such as this one probably exist. 
They are a result of latent stress relief and are more likely to 
occur on the flanks of t.he sedimentary block. 

No major fa'ult features are evident in the expqsed sediments 
on Block "El". The sedimentary area dips to the north and north- 

u north-east at angles of 8 to 33 h.. degrees, with the steepest 
dips occurring on the flanks of the block "ear the volcanic 
contact. 

One important observation which may affect the structure of 
the Block "U" area in localised situations is the presence of a 
volcanic dyke cwtting through the sedimentary sequence on the 
south side of the Trent River valley approximately 200 meters 
west of the western boundary of the licence area (see Appendix 
Map A). This dyke has a vertical orientation and strikes at 25 
degrees west of north. It consists of two sections, each of 3.5 
me,ters in thickness, separated by a covered interval of 3 meters. 
It is composed of ‘very fine grained intrusive volcanic rock which 
has incorporated pi ece~j of sediment and plant meterial. It 
weathers orange and rarity pink and has Q vdggy appearance (see 
Plates XI and XII!. This existence of thiri volcanic dyke in 
direct contact wi.th the coal measures may disrupt the structure. 
The occurrence of other similar volcanic intrusions which are not 
exposed is a distinct possibility. 





0 GEOLOGY OF THE COAL MEASURES 

u Figure 3 illustrates a longitudinal cross-section acros?ijs 
Blocks "A" and “H” in a northwest to c,outheast orientation. The 
section shows that the coal !zeaine found in Blocks “A” and “8” are 
correlative but .the two bloci::s are separated by an uplifted 
section of volcanic basement rock:. 

3.7. 1 Description of the Coal Measures - Block "6" 

I" the northern part of Hlock “A” > Ho1 e X3-03 identifies 
three major coal ZD"f?Ei. The gross thickness of these z one5 
vat-i es from 1.5 meters for the upper zone to approximately 3 . 0 
meters for the low3- done. The lower zone is characterized by a 
parting almost one meter in thickness. 

These three major zone5 splay apart in a south-easterly 
direction. While ,the upper two zones retain their character ovet- 
much of the Hlock: "A" area, the lowermost seam exhibits a 
remarkable variance. This is a function of the proximity and 
irregularity of the volcanic basement topography. 

The entire sequence is indicative of coal seam generation in 
an alluvial plan or deltaic environment, which is constantly 
changing and does not allow thick, clean coal seams to generate. 

The coal seams in Block "A" are contained i6 a variable 
sequence of silty mudrtones and shales with occasional sandstone 
channels. The shales exhibit a rusty concentric weathering on 
outcrop and are dark grey on unweathered surfaces (see Plate IV). 
The sandstones are typically thin. bedded, medium to coat-se 
grained and exhibit cross-bedding. Some sandstone exposures show 
large concentrations of worm burrows, indicating a brackish water 
ot- near shore marine environment (see F'lates VII and VIII). 

Directly above the uppermost coal seam, the lithology 
changes, to a massive competent sandstone unit, labelled F in 
Figure 5. This sandstone is coarse to medium grained, greyish 
brown weathering to buff and arkosic. The sandstone has 
essentially prevented the softer coal measures below it from 
being completely eroded away. 

Figure 4 illustrates the section of coal measures exposed in 
outcrop at the edge of Hami 1 ton Lake in which the 1976 bulk 
sample was removed. The letters at the left of the column indi- 
cate the stratigraphic correlation to the geophysical logs in 
Figure 5. From the description of this exposure, it is evident 
that the bulk sample was removed from the middle coal seam. The 
upper COdl seaIll ir, exposed I.39 meters above the roof of the 
adit, although it appear-5 thinner and dirtier than in the 
geophysical log nf corehole HL-78-03 which is located 
approximately 4OC! meters to the southeast of the adit site. The 
lowermost seam is not exposed at the adit location. 
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LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 

SANDSTONE: Buff to light grey; weathering orange; becoming thinly bedded 01 boee 
with cwly and carbonaceous laminoe; medium groined. 

SHALE : 

COAL: 

SHALE : 

SHALE: 

COAL: 

MUOSTONE 

COAL: 

j: 

Dark grey; silty; firrile; some vertical fracturing ; concentricolly 
weathered near base. 

Blocky and hard; dirty and honey sections throughout ; streaks brown; 
becoming horder and dirtier near bate. 

Dark grey reothering to grey and buff; some thin cool lenses; silty 

Dark grey to block ; fissle; abundant coal lominoe throughoot 

Blocky; hard but somewhat dirty; bright and dull banded 

Dark grey weathering to buff and orange; hard. 

Hard; blocky with dull and bright sections; boner ond dirty throughout. 

MUOSTONE: Dark brown; silly ot top; concrectionary lenses near base. 

COAL: Hard ; doll with some bright sections ; streaks brown; dirtier new base. 

MUDSTONE: Light grey to creoni fairly soft; irregular thickness. 

MUDSTONE: Dark grey rwthering to /reddish and IigM grey; large concretionory layer 
near top - smaller ironstone concretions throughout. 

FIG 4 

WELDWOOD OF CANADA LTD. 
HAMILTON LAKE COAL LICENCES 

OUTCROP EXPOSURE 
BULK SAMPLE SITE 

BLOCK 'A' 
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7 -8.2.7 Description of the Coal IMeasures - Block: "H" 

'li Section, iIl+OC! in Appendix I illustrates the coal measures as 
defined by the 19'78 drilling in Block "B". The sequence of coal 
deposition on l3lOCk "8" is initiated by the middle COS.1 seam 
occurring within 25 stratigraphic meters of the volcanic basement 
in the case o,f Hole HL-78-15. This coal seam is the most well- 
developed in the series on Block “B” and is shown in both ho1 es 
HL-78- 15 and HL-‘78-i 1 as between 1.6 and 1.7 meters in tote1 
thic!::ness, including one major shale parting up to .3 meters and 
one minor parting up to .2 meters thick. This coal seam waEj 
1 ocated in outcrop exposure approximately 15 meters east of hole 
HL-78-15. Figure 5 details the measured exposure in outcrop. 
This seam was channel sampled for quality analysis. 

A second seam occur5 approximately 1.5 meters above the 
middle zeam in HL-78-15. Its thicknec-5 is 1.2 meters, including a 
seam occurs in HL-78-15 approximately 2.4 meters above the second 
seam. Its thickness is. approximately .5 meters and it is visible 
in an outcrop expo’sure, however its outcrop thickness was indeter- 
minate. The total aggregate coal thickness, including partings, 
of the coal measures in Hole HL-78-15 is 13.35 meters;, 2.55 meters 
of this aggregate thickness could be classed as clean coal. The 
stratigraphic separation between the uppermost and lowermost CO.31 
seam5 in -Hole HL-78-15 is s.2 meters. This stratigraphic 
separation increases to the south to 16.9 meters in Hole HL-78-11, 
which is located approximately 450 meters due south of HL-78-13. 

L A marked change in coal seam generation is evident O"W. this 
distance. The general characteristics of the lowermost coal seam 
remain the same. The uppermost coal seam increases to approxi- 
mately . 61 meters. The middle coal seam has split apart into 5 
separate stringers all between .3 and .6 meters in thickness. 
These stringers are all separated by approximately 1.5 meters of 
shale formation. 

With only two drillholes intersecting the coal measures on 
HlOCk "H" and only limited surface exposures, it is difficult to 
reach a firm conclusion on the nature of coal seam generation in 
this area. The previous iY78 report speculated that the 
splitting apart of the c-earns is a result of structural stress, 
however the current field work indicates that depositional factors 
may be the underlying cause of the variation in seam character- 
istics, in particular- the middle seam. Additional drilling and 
coring war I.:: is required before a definitive assessment of coal 
seam characteristics and calculation of reserves can be undertaken. 
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MEASURED LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 
INTERVALS 

> 2.00m SHALE: Medium 10 dark grey; firsle; easily erodoble ; weathers to rusty orange; home 
cooly lenses up to O.IOm. thick. 

0.25m 

0.03 m 

0.30 m 

0.15m 
0.05m 

0.23m 

O.lOm 

>0.50m MUDSTONE: Medium grey, weathering to rust; some cwly laws up to 7cm; root imprints. 

covered interval 

COAL: Generally dirly but wme bright, blocky sections. 

SHALE: Medium grey to dark grey; carbonaceous, thickness variable 

COAL Bright, blocky and clean. 

COAL : Dull and honey throughout with home blocky lenses. 
MUDSTONE: Medium grey; soft. 

COAL: Bright and blocky but some dull bonding; highly weathered 

SHALE: Dark grey to block; carbonaceous; some fissility. 

WELDblOOD OF CANADA LTD. 
HAMUON LAKE COAL LICENCES 

NOTE: Section through the lowermost coal seam 
OS measured and sampled in outcrop. STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION 

BLOCK 'B' 
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T T 0 .;c . .-1. Sut+icial Geology 

Both the EC1 ock “A” and “B” areas have been subjected to 
considerable glacial szourr as they are topographically high. On 
the tops of the pla.teau areas, striations and grooves created by 
the movement of ice in an east-north-easterly direction area 
visible (see Plate III). E:.:posw-es of comn:i formation sandstones 
are common and in general only a slight covering of glacial till 
up to 1 meter in thickness is present. 

On the flanks of the plateau areas, glacial deposition is the 
factor controlling the topography and accumulations of till up to 
ZC! meters thick at-~? present in valleys and draws. Most of the 
sedimentary - volcanic contact areas are mac,ked by moderate 
thicknesses of glacial till averaging 5 to 10 meters thick. 

The till is typically a sandy or silty clay material 
containing a large amount of pebbles, cobbles and boulders. It is 
grey in colour and weathers to orange and brown. 

The upper .S meters of till which has been exposed to the 
elements and plant life has incot-porated the vegetal matter to 
form a humic or organic layer which nurtures tree and understory 
growth qrli te readi 1 y. 
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4 . 0 COAL DUALITY 

Coal quality information on the Hamilton Lake Coal Licences 
is limited to 3 data points: 

a) the oc~ttrrop at the edge of Hamilton Lake at the 
northwest end of FJlock "A", where a bulk ~jample was extracted 
from the middle ~ieam in 1976. 

b) a corehole (t!ole HL-7i3-03) located approx i mate1 y 225 
meters to the south and east of the bulk sample site.~ 

Cf a channel sample from an outcrop of the middle Coal 

seam taken during the recent field work ,From the northeast end of 
Block "B". 

The following excerpt from a report on the bulk sample 
washability tests conducted by Rirtley Engineering of Calgary 
gives an indication nf general coal quality .for the Hamilton Lake 
at-Ed: 

“The ClEh3” coal > which places in the high volatile 
Hi tuminous “A” classification, exhibits good coking 
charkteristics with an F.S.I. of a l/2 comparing with a G. 
Factor of l.Uh8 of the Ruhr Dilatometer test. The sulphur 
content of .the coal is Irather high at 1.X." 

Figure 6 illustrates the geophysical log of corehole HL-78- 
03. Head assays of the raw coal samples are detailed on the log. 
These are taken from the analytical data contained in the 1978 
report. The ash contents do not necessarily reflect the gross 
*earn section as shown on the log, as some partings were removed 
prior to analysis. 

Table I& 
(,>*<,:,iav~%>\ 

sxmnar i z es the coal quality data of the recent 
outcrop sample taken in the Block "ici" area. The most outstanding 
difference is that no coking qualities are evident from this 
aample, ac- compared to the good coking characteristics of the 
bulk sample and the drill core samples. It is possible that the 
weathered nature of the coal on outcrop does not reflect true 
coking characteristics. 



HL- 78 - 03 

RAW COAL ANALYTICAL DATA 

0.45% 20.5% 31.5% 426% 2.40% 11,690 7.0 

0.40% 23.6% 30.9’/, 45.1% 1.57% 11,254 6.5 

0.46% 27.4% 27.2% 449% 0.90% 10,166 5.5 

*NOTE: Ash content does not reflect the gross seom 
- section, OS some partings were removed prior 

to onalyticol work. 

FIG t 

WELDWOOD OF CANADA LTD. 
HAMILTON LAKE COAL LICENCES 

RAW COAL QUALITY 
(AIR- DRIED BASIS)* 

BLOCK 'A' 
mm BY; DRPI,ED 8": CHEMED BY: DATE : 
S.L.GAWNER E.J.DUNN JUK 1983 
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Corehole HL,-78-03 c,t>ows that the c,u?phur content varies by 
u seam: the upper %xm is highest in sulphur content at 2.4%, the 

middle ~jeam i 5 somewhat lower in sulphur at 1.6% and the 1 owest 
SSWI is lowest in sulphur at -9%. This is the case in a number 
of other areas, on Vancouver Island. 

While the existing quality informatinn gives ~jome indication 
of trends in coal quality for the Hamilton Lake area, the absence 
of qua1 i-by data river the majority of the area precludes. any 
comfortable predictions of product coal quality. HOWW/W- q the 
author feels that any coal produced f:rom the Hamilton Lake COdl 
licences would be necessarily a blending coal because of 
relatively high sulphur contents (an average sulphur content of 
1 . 5% could be expected). The COdl will be most likely 
met.allurgical grade but suitable for use ~7s a thermal product in 
such facilities a5 cement plants, provided it was blended 
correctly with low s~~lphur~ lnw F.S.I. coal from other areas. 
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5 . ij COAL RESERVES 

- 5.1 In-Situ Coal iRec,erves - Hlock “A” 

Table II tablllates aggregate w~arn thicknesses -for each of 
the drillholes located in Block “A”. Hecause these holes are 
relatively even1 y spaced over the b 1 oc I.:: ! a rough average 
aggregate coal thick-::ness for the area can be calculated: 

NXiREGATE SEAM THICKNESS* --------- ---._ ----- .----- 

HL-78-13 2 . :x 
HL-78-03 4.2 
ts.-78-09 2.7 Raw average = 3.4 m. 
HL-X3-W 2.2 (11.2 ft) 
HL-78-19 3.4 
HL-78-08 4.7 
HL-78-07 4 7 . . 

* Does not include individual seams less than .3 meters in 
thickness. 

Table II: Aggregxte Coal Thicknesses, 1978 drilling, Block: “A” 

The calculation of in-situ r~+5erveLs for HI ock “A” W.35 

L 
accomplished by employing a planimeter to calculate the total 
area in Block “A” underlain by coal mea~ur-es. The projected 
outcrop line of the upper coal ssm ~1s shown on Appendis Map A 
was used as a boundary on the southern edge of the block:. The 
other boundaries are fairly well-defined by drilling. Using the 
following as5umptions, a total in-situ rezerve figure wa~j 
calculated for the planimetered area of the coal re~ierve block: 

a) assxun~ a Relative Density of raw coal in place of 1.5 
gin/cc. 

b) assume an averaye dip on the coal rnee+~ur~ of 10 degrees. 
c) e5EJulne an average aggregate in-situ coal thickness of 

11.2 ft. (s-4 in.) (see Table II). 
d) ac-~juine 1852.17 short tons of coal per foot per acre (at 

a 10 degree average dip). 

Therefore: 
lS52.17 tonc/ft. >: ii 3 ft. = 2 . . 20,744.X short tons/acre 

x1,744.3 short tnns/acre :.: 341 acre5 (area calculated by planimeter! 

= 7,073, a08 ‘3h0rt ton5 

or appro:.:i.matEly 6_,$2 mF&llgn fle&Mzlc_ t_Qn_S 

This compares with the calculated reserve of &As million 
L metric tons contained in the 1978 report. 
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a.2 In-Situ Coal Reserves - "Block H" 

With 0"lY two of the five i97a drillholes intersecting 
economically recoverable Coal and virtually no EJ..wf ace COdl 
exposures on the west side of Block "B", it is not possible to 
arrive at a reasonable estimate of in-situ coal rest-VCS. The 
1978 report estimates $b+ milliofi me&C& ton_? (2.9 million short 
tons) I however this assumes a radius of investigation of the 
available drill data of up to 700 meters. Considering the 
variation of the coal intervals between Holes HL-78-11 and HL-78- 
15, this may not be a safe assumption. In consideration of the 
shortage of drill data and current field evaluations, the author 
recommends a limited drill and COI-P program in Block "B" in order 
to provide information that would allow a safe estimate of in- 
situ coal reserves to be made. 
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6. 0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Hamilton Lake Coal Licence Numbers 74l.30, 7481 9 7482 and 7483 
contain a potentially economic in-situ coal re~jerve of between 
&23 and z5C,7: million metric tons, contained in two areas termed 
RlOCkS "A" and "EC". These reserves have been delineated as a 
result of recent surface mapping and previous dri 1 ling conducted 
by Weldwood of Canada Limited. The variation in both thickness 
and quality of the coal seams indicated by this preliminary work 
makes additional more detailed work a necessity before a 
reasonable economic evaluation can be undertaken. This 
additional work can be sub-divided into three phases: 

Phase I - Technical Preparation: Prior to the undertaking of 
detailed field work, a proper- base map must be produced. 

Phase 2 - A Limited Drill and Core Program on Slack "El": 
This limited program is essential in the evaluation of both 
coal quality and reserves in Hlock “N". Upon completion of 
this program, the Hlock "H" area would be explored to a 
slightly better degree than ic- prerently in place on BlOCk 
"A". 

Fhase 3 - A Detailed Drill and Core Program on 8lOCk "A": 
This detailed program would escalate the degree of 
exploration on the Hlock “A” area to be level that would 
permit an initial engine&ring feasibility study. 

L 

6.1.0 Phase 1 - Technical Preparation 

Recent field mapping has isolated some possible 
discrepancies in the surveying of the previous drillhales. It 
has also shown the present map, which is simply a 1:7X)0 SC&!5 
map enlarged from a 1:15,1340 scale hand-drawn topographic map, to 
be unreliable in terms of topographic control and the location of 
existing roads and trai15. Prior to the Iundertaking of any 
additional field work, a proper base map must be produced. The 
map should provide accurate enough topographic control for Phase 
2 and 3 of future exploration. The author recommends a base map 
to be constructed on a 1.:5,CK!O scale with 2.5 meter topographic 
control. 

Any of the larger survey companies can undertake this work. 

- Total cost to p,-~p~r~ surface topographic map from 
existing air photo control at a scale of l:f.000 on 2.5 
meter contour intervals. - 63,3:!0.00. 
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6 . 2 . 0 Phase 2 - Hlock “l3” Drilling and Coring 

‘r A limited drill and core program is essential in the 
evaluation of both coal quality and reserves in Hlock “H”. While 
i t is essential, it can represent a degree of flexibility when 
considering the time fr-ame for development of the entire 1 icence 
at-e&l: this limited drill program can be undertaken separately or 
in tandem with the Phase 5 program for Block: “A” aFj out1 ined 
be1 ow. If Weldwood management elects to evaluate the entire area 
rapidly and with zome urgency, Phase 2 and Phase 3 programs can 
be co-ordinated as one. Rlternately, if Weldwood management 
would prefer to take a c,lower stance toward development , the 
limited program of Phase 2 al low5 evaluation to proceed more 
slowly while still meeting all work commitments necessary to keep 
the txploratinn licences in good standing. 

Table III summarizes the limited drill and core program for 
Block "H" that con~sti tutes F’hase 2 of t.he proposed plan of 
exploration and development. The location of these holes is 
detailed on Appendix Map A. These initial ten holes are spaced on 
a modified grid pattern o.f approximately 150 meter spacing. All 
holes are located on existing access E-O that no land clearing or 
tree cutting is required. This spacing will allow in-situ coal 
re5erve5 to be calctulated with confidence and should define the 
limit of economic coal occurrence in the area. Two cored holes 
will provide a r.easonabl,e indication of coal quality. 
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bd 
________________________________________------------------------------------------------ 

DRILLHOLE 8 GRID LINE LOCRTION DRILLED CORED TOT. PROJ. OEPTH 
(seq. order) Lt. or Rt. of B/L eeters reters meters 
_____________________L_________I________------------------------------------------------ 

1 13 + 50 5fl5 n.Lt. 50 - 50 

2 10 + 20 43s r.Lt. 40 - 40 

3 9 + 20 660 m.Lt. 30 - 30 

4 II + 60 475 r.Lt. 15 20 35 

5 15 + 00 720 n.Lt. 40 - 40 

h 16 t 50 900 r.Lt. 40 - 40 

7 13 t 50 1035 r.Lt. 50 - 50 

8 15 t 00 1090 r.Lt. 30 - 30 

9 18 t 00 700 *.Lt. 40 - 40 

10 - 16 t 20 500 l.Lt 10 10 20 

________________________________________---------------------------------------------------- 
w TOTllLS 34s 30 375 

TABLE III: Phase 2 - Block “E’ Drilling and Coring. 
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Using recent costs associated with drilling and coring on 

'r 
the Ouinsam Proper.ty in 1Y87, the following table estimates cost 
for this program: 

TABLE IV - Summary of Projected costs, Drilling Proposal, 
Hami Uton Lake, Hlock “El” (Phase 2). 

QN-PROPERTY cQ!3Is 

Surveying 
Mobilisation-Demobilization 
Drilling 
Caring, including equipment rental 
Geophysical Logging 
Hits and Downhol e Consumables 
Fuel 
Cat Support 
Reclamation 
Meals and Accommodation 
Supervision, includes vehicle 

sub-total 
+ 15% Contingency Factor 

TOTAL 

OFF-PPOPEHTY COSTS ------2------ -_--- 

Ir, Planning and permitting 2,000. (30 
Laboratory Analytical Work 10 1 000. cm 
Final Reporting 8. CKK~ . cw 

TOTAL 20, 000. 130 

GRAND TOTFIL, PROJECTED COSTS = 72,7?5.00 
=+Y 73, rjcxj. cm 

This expenditure could be applied against the work 
commitment for entire Hamilton Lake Licence Area, including 
HlOCk5 "AU .&"d ")J" 

The total expenditures outlined in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of 
the proposal would keep the entire licence area in good standing 
for the ne:.: t three years? with approximately !fi27, 000 in 
additional credit +or year 4. 
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b.l..O Phase 3 - Detailed Drilling and Coring, Block "CI" 

L Phase 3 should consist of grid pattern drilling and coring 
6x5 indicated on the cross-sectinns in Appendix I and on Appendix 
Map A. The initiation r:,f a grid pattern drill program is contin- 
gent of the construction on a baseline which is usually parallel 
to forma.tion strike. A recommended baseline, with cross-sections 
drawn every XNI meters through the I31ncI:: "A" area, is illustrated 
in Appendix I. This Phase 3 program encompasses holes drilled on 
a 300 meter spacing act-n55 the area of Hlock “FI”, with a number 
of coreholes spaced down the length of the block so as to give a 
reasonably spaced coverags for the establishment of a COdl 

quality data base. 

The completion of this proposed Phase 3 program would results 
in providing ennugh background geological and coal quality data 
to dllOW an initial feasibility study to be undertaken. This 
feasibility study WOLI?~ provide the fallowing: 

Et) 
b) 
Cl 

d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 

h) 

in-situ raw and recoverable coal reserves. 
basic raw coal quality and anticipated product quality. 
the type of mining method best suited to this deposit. 
operating cost projections. 
capital cost projections. 
a preliminary mining schedule. 
an ac,sessment o.f the viability and profitability of 
the proposed developmknt. 
recommendations for f utw-e work i.e. mot-e detailed 
drilling and coring on a tighter grid. 
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The Phase : detailed drilling prograB is 
sumarized in Table V below: 

DRILLHOLE I &ID LINE LOCATION DRILLED CORED TOT. PROJ. DEPTH 
keq. order) Lt. or Rt. of B/L aeters neters 1eters 

I 
2 
3 
4c 
5 
b 
7c 
E 
9 

10 
llc 
12 
13 
14 
15 _ 
1bC 
17 
16 
19c 
20 
21c 
22c 
23 
24~ 
25 
26 
27 
28 

48100 
4atoo 
WOO 
moo 
45+00 
45too 
45too 
4suo 
42too 
42too 
42+00 
39too 
3woo 
39+00 
3woo 

. 39too 
3&00 
3000 
36SOO 
33+00 
33+00 
33+00 
30too 
30+00 
30too 
2Bt65 
30too 
27+45 

170 n.Lt. 35 35 
boo s.Lt. 50 50 

1200 t.Lt. 45 45 
900 m.Lt. 30 20 50 
300 I.Lt. 50 50 
900 r.Lt. 40 40 
600 r.Lt. 25 20 45 

1440 n.Lt. 100 100 
150 I.Lt. 60 60 
600 r.L+A 45 45 
300 #.Lt. 30 30 60 
150 m.it. hS 65 
545 r.Lt. 40 40 
900 n.Lt. 125 125 

1200 e.Lt. 100 100 
300 &Lt. 20 30 50 
Baseline 65 85 
425 n.Lt. 4s 45 
150 I.Lt. 30 35 65 
150 r.Lt. 50 50 
280 r.Lt. 15 20 3s 
Baseline 30 30 60 
Baseline 55 55 
115 I.&. 25 25 SO 
200 r.Rt. SO 50 
ho &AL 50 50 

225 r.Lt. b5 65 
40 m.Fft. bS 45 

TOTALS 1425 210 1635 

TRBLE V: Phase 3 - Block ‘R’ detailed drilling and coring. 

Rlthough detailed costs for the Phase 3 program have not been worked out, an 
estimated cost for Phase 3 work, not including the technical feasibility is 
~175,000.00 
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I" summary, the authsr recommends the expenditure of 
w approximately 4j25i), Orjcj. 0s:) in on-going exploration work on the 

Hamilton Lake Coal Licences over the next three to 5 i :: years. 
The logical and nrderly se quence of exploration work a5 planned 
in this report shnuld allow Weldwood management a degree of 
flexibility 3% to the pace of development of these licencea, 
while at the same time meeting all the necessary work commitments 
in order to keep the property in good standing. 

The author al!50 recommends disrur,si ens with the CO.31 
Administrator, B.C. Department of Energy, Mines and Petroleum 
ResoLv-ce5 to determine whether a reduction of the existing 
licence area is possible. In certain instances the Administrator 
may allow physiographic boundaries to rep1 ace existing legal 
surveys an VZWlCD-tVW- Island, especially where 1 arQe timber 
licences are the only existing survey control, which is the case 
in the Hami 1 tan Lake area. &Jot-k to date shows clearly that a 
good portion of the existing licence area definitely has no 
potential for containing coal measures isee Map A, Appendix I). 
This volcanic terrain should be surrendered to the Crown, if 
possible. The surrender of all or some of these ai-eaEj could 
result in a substantial reduction of annual licence rentals and 
would allow work credits to be applied against a smaller area. 
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APPENDIX II 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

i 
I 



PLATE I - outcrop exposure of Karmutsen Fm. basalt showing 
flow lava structures. Note: quartz mineralization on 
lower left. South end of Block "B". 

PLATE II - Outcrop exposure of basal conglomeratic member. 
Note: characteristic greenish colour and size of pebbles 
and cobbles. East edge of Block "3". 

.  .  .  “ .  .  .‘ 



PLATE III - Exposure of Comox Sandstone showing grooves 
and striations caused by glacial scour. Block "B" area. 

, 

PLATE IV - Exposure of silty shale member beneath the 
coal measure at Hamilton Lake. Note: concretionary 
weathering. Hamilton Lake Block "A". 
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PLATE V - Hamilton Lake Adit Site. Note: fault feature 
through coal seams'on middle and upper left. Block "A" 

PLATE VI - Close-up of minor fault feature at Hamilton 
Lake Adit Site. Greyish siltstone member indicates a 
vertical displacement of .3 metres. 

_. _ -. .~ . 
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PLATE VII - Exposure of thin-bedded sandstone within the 
coal measures on Block "A". Ripple marks evident near 
bottom center. 

PLATE VIII - Close-up of thin-bedded sandstone showing 
worm burrow structures. 



PLATE IX - Outcrop exposure showing contact of coal-bearing 
shale-siltstone formation with overburden'massive thick- 
bedded sandstone. Block "B" area. 

PLATE X - Exposure showing contact between basal conglomerate 
and overlying coal-bearing silty shale member. Block "B" are a . 



PLATE XI - Exposure of volcanic dyke that cuts through 
sedimentary formatibns west of the licence boundary on 
Block "B". Dyke is probably of Tertiary age. 

, 

PLATE XII - Close-up of volcanic dyke material. Note: 
vuggy nature. Block "B" area. 





TABLE I. - Coal Quality Data, Sample HL-83-01, Block "B". 

WE HAVE ANALYZEXI a Coal Channel Sample W I&-83-01 ", received from you and report 
with the following results: 

RAW EAD 
TOT-AL RESIDUAL BSH VOLATILE FYCiED 

Basis: MOISTURE WXSTLIRE MA'ITER CARBON sULPHUR 
% % % % % % 

as received 11.7 -- 22.10 27.87 38.33 0.73 8394 
air dry -- 6.19 23.48 29.63 40.70 0.78 8918 
dry VI -- 25.03 31.59 43.38 0.83 9506 

r, 1.7 FLOAT 

air dry -- 7.40 15.13 34.88 42.59 0.84 
-WY -- me 16.34 37.67 45.99 0.91 

YXELD (dry basis) 76.!?$ 
FSI : 0 (not agglomerating coal) 

lo146 
10957 

1.7 slm 

Air dry -- 5.55 50.50 -- -- -- 
azy -- me 53.48 -- -- -- 

-- 

-- 

CALORIFIC 
VALUE 

BTU / lb. 
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TABLE I. - Coal Quality Data, Sample HL-83-01, Block "B". 

WE HAVE ANAIYZl3.D a Coal Channel Sample (t ~~-83-01 ", received from you and report 
with the following results: 

RAW HEAD 

Basis: 
l!vrAL RES~Ufi ASH 

MOISTURE PlOISTLJF8 
% % % 

as received 11.7 -- 22.10 
air dry -- 6.19 23.48 
afy -- -- 25.03 

1.7 FLOA!C 

VOLB!ULE FlXED SULPRUR CALORIFIC 
MA= CARBON VALUE 

% % % BTU / lb. 

27.87 38.33 0.73 8394 
29.63 40.70 0.78 8918 
31.59 43.38 0.03 9506 

air dry -- 7.40 15.13 
dry -- -- 16.34 

34.88 42.59 0.84 10146 
37.67 45.99 0.91 10957 

YIEIJI (dry basis) 76.5% 
FSI : 0 (not sg&omerating cod) 

1.7 SlNK 

Air dqv -- 5.55 SO.50 -- -- -- - 

dry -- -- 53.48 - -  __ me em 


